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The Swift Dzire vdi is a new model that comes with many exciting features and has hit the Indian
roads with a vengeance. This is the most popular car currently on the Indian roads and has very low
maintenance needs. The Swift comes in six variants; among them are 3 versions of petrol and 3
versions of diesel. This is a great sedan that comes in c segment cars. The top speed acquired is
168 and the mileage produced is 14.00 kmpl on the city roads and around 19 kmpl on the highways.

The Swift Dzire vdi reviews say that the car is in great demand and the company is struggling hard
to fulfill the demands of its customers. There are many reasons of the popularity of this car and one
of them being the safety features that are equipped in it. The car is built with sturdy materials and
will not be damaged more if collided into anything. It is equipped with fog lamps that give a great
night view for better clarity during night driving. The key features are the high functional 1.3l DOHC
DDIs engine that generates 4000 rpm and the maximum torque generated is 190 at 2000rpm. It is a
highly fuel efficient car and gives great mileage.

The looks are great and have been given a ultra flat curve design and does not require much gear
changing in the city. The sedan can accommodate 5 passengers and gives better leg space. The
dzire vdi comes with the integrated tachometer, the seatbelt warning, headlight reminder and many
more comfort features. The car has been fitted with rear electric windows, which otherwise is not
seen in cars of this segment. The car has great interiors that make your journey comfortable and
relaxed. The seats are made with great fabric that give a smooth feeling and are good for long
journeys. The steering type is rack and pinion and has pinion type electisteronicass. The
transmission type is manual and comes with standard power assisted. There is also the power door
locks and power steering as well. You get folding rear seat for better convenience when you want to
put other things in the car.

The Swift Dzire vdi comes with steering adjustments, tubeless tires, cassette player, sun-roof, anti
lock braking system and child lock system. The Swift dzire vdi price in India is Rs. 6, 03,000
approximately and may vary if you want to buy the diesel or the petrol version.
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